2004 chevy silverado fuse diagram

Years of production: Chevrolet or Chevy is one of the favourite car brands in the market. In
some of the international markets, it has become a household name. Chevrolet is an American
automobile company and a part of General Motors. The company was founded years ago in by
Louis Chevrolet and William C. Chevy has a wide range of high-performance cars to offer. From
family cars to SUVs to pickup trucks, the company specialises in all sorts of vehicles. Chevrolet
cars are made for maximum comfort and long-lasting service. But in this post, we are to talk
about the Chevrolet Silverado range of trucks. Chevrolet Silverado I is the first-generation range
of trucks manufactured by General Motors under the Chevrolet brand. This model was first
manufactured in and it continued till This is a fairly old truck model, but you can still spot some
of them in the market. Chevrolet Silverado I is a full-size pickup truck that was first introduced
in the late 90s. They featured a classy look and was made for light-duty purposes. These
light-duty trucks were available in three cab lengths. For the first year, the company released
only the regular cab and a 3-door extended cab model. This means the car had four doors. It
was equipped with a 5. In , the makers introduced a rework version of the Silverado. This time
they had to change the front and also made a few changes in the rear. In , the truck received a
facelift which was similar to the HD version. Chevrolet Silverado trucks are powerful and come
with a lot of features. The Silverado series are run across four generations, before the company
stopped production. Pull off the cover to access the fuse block. You can remove fuses with a
fuse extractor which is mounted to the fuse block access door. You may have spare fuses
located behind the fuse block access door. These can be used to replace a bad fuse. However,
make sure it is of the correct amperage. The center instrument panel utility block is located
underneath the instrument panel, to the left of the steering column. You can remove fuses with
a fuse extractor. The fuse extractor is located in the underhood electrical center. Login Register.
Chevrolet Silverado I: to Chevrolet Silverado I is the first-generation range of trucks
manufactured by General Motors under the Chevrolet brand. Ford Fiesta VI - : Fuse box. Volvo
C30 I - : Fuse box. David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows how to
replace blown fuses in the interior fuse box of your Chevrolet Silverado in addition to the fuse
panel diagram location. Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high
beams, power windows all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have
a fuse that has blown out. If your Silverado is experiencing electrical problems, you should
always check the fuses first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change.
Some Chevrolets have multiple interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will
show you where the interior fuse box of your Silverado is located. If your Silverado has many
options like a sunroof, navigation, heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components
may have multiple fuses, so make sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the
component in question. If you need to replace a blown fuse in your Silverado , make sure you
replace it with one that has the same amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the
fuse for the component in question doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a
trusted professional mechanic. They should be able to figure out if the component needs to be
replaced or if there is a short or some other problem with your Silverado Hans Angermeier has
produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise
on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. If your car is leaking a
small amount of power steering fluid - see this video on how to fix the leak. Car companies
often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the
same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our
system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics.
The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to
get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part
and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix
things on their cars. Quick fix for minor power steering fluid leaks. Proper jumpstart procedure.
Learning how to jump your car before you need to is an excellent idea. Change a tail light. The
burnt out tail light: classic reason for a cop to pull you over - change yours now. Replace
reverse light. White light when you back up - yup, they burn out and you can replace them with
bright LEDs. See all videos for the Chevrolet Silverado We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything You might be a specialist who intends to seek referrals or
address existing problems. Or you are a student, or maybe even you who simply would like to
know about Chevy Silverado Fuse Box Diagram. Whatever you are, we aim to bring the material
that matches exactly what you are trying to find. You might originate from a search engine, after
that discover this web site. This subject is a great deal of individuals searching on the internet,
therefore we accumulate photos from different trusted sources and comprehend in their area.
The results of the aggregation are published on this internet site. Here are some of the leading
illustrations we receive from various sources, we hope these pictures will be useful to you, as

well as hopefully really relevant to exactly what you want concerning the Chevy Silverado Fuse
Box Diagram is. This picture we have filtered from good create the most effective image,
however exactly what do you assume? We intend to make an internet site beneficial for many
people. If the image above is not extremely clear, please click the image you want to increase
the size of, then you will be required to one more web page to display a more clear as well as
bigger picture, you will certainly also be presented info from gambvar. Below this website there
is additionally a Chevy Silverado Fuse Box Diagram picture gallery, if the image over is not
nearly enough for you. Tags: chevrolet silverado fuse box diagram chevy silverado fuse box
diagram chevy silverado fuse box diagram chevy silverado hd fuse box diagram chevy
silverado fuse box diagram chevy silverado fuse panel diagram chevy silverado interior fuse
box diagram. Toggle navigation. Vw Buggy Engine. Found a mistake? Let us know! Search your
problem. Silverado Fuse box Door Locks. Looking for another fusebox diagram? Do you like
StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Silverado Did you find the website helpful?
Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. RR Wiper fuse mini. WS
WPR fuse mini. IGN 3 fuse mini. LOCK Relay relay half. HVAC 1 fuse mini. L DOOR relay full.
BRAKE fuse mini. IGN 0 fuse mini. LT TRN fuse mini. RT TRN fuse mini. BODY relay full. DDM
fuse mini. LOCKS fuse mini. ECC fuse mini. TBC 2C fuse mini. FLASH fuse mini. TBC 2B fuse
mini. TBC 2A fuse mini. SEO relay half. UPFIT relay half. HDLR 2 relay half. BODY relay half.
DEFOG relay half. HDLNR 1 relay half. SPARE relay half. INFO relay half. STUD 1 fuse
cartridge-j. MBEC fuse cartridge-j. LBEC fuse cartridge-j. STUD 2 fuse cartridge-j. ABS fuse
cartridge-j. IGN A fuse cartridge-j. IGN B fuse cartridge-j. LBEC 1 fuse cartridge-j. SEO B2 fuse
mini. IGN 1 relay half. PCM 1 fuse mini. IGN E relay half. RTD fuse mini. PCM B fuse mini. PRIME
fuse mini. SIR fuse mini. DRL RL relay half. LH HID fuse mini. DRL fuse mini. RR WPR fuse mini.
RADIO fuse mini. SEO B1 fuse mini. BTSI fuse mini. CRANK fuse mini. FOG LP fuse mini. INFO
fuse mini. RH HID fuse mini. HORN fuse mini. EAP fuse mini. TREC fuse mini. SBA fuse mini.
Fuse box diagram fuse layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Chevrolet Silverado
and GMC Sierra , , , , , The wiring circuits in your vehicle are protected from short circuits by a
combination of fuses, circuit breakers, and fusible thermal links. This greatly reduces the
chance of fires caused by electrical problems. Look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If
the band is broken or melted, replace the fuse. Be sure you replace a bad fuse with a new one of
the identical size and rating. Just pick some feature of your vehicle that you can get along
without â€” like the radio or cigarette lighter â€” and use its fuse if it is the correct amperage.
Replace it as soon as you can. Pull off the cover to access the fuse block. To remove fuses,
hold the end of the fuse between your thumb and index finger and pull straight out. You may
have spare fuses located behind the fuse block access door. These can be used to replace a
bad fuse. However, make sure it is of the correct amperage. The center instrument panel utility
block is located underneath the instrument panel, to the left of the steering column. To remove
fuses hold the end of the fuse between your thumb and index finger and pull straight out.
Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category
only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website.
These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Do not repair fuses and
never replace a blown fuse with one that has a higher amp rating. This c
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an cause damage to the electrical system and fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything
other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact
a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

